Students, workers protest Burger King

Farmworkers want more pay, labor code

Representatives from the Coalition of Immokalee Workers came to campus Friday to speak out against Burger King.

The CIW is a worker-based organization that campaigns for the rights of farmworkers. Students at UCF have been involved in the effort since 2004.

The representatives explained that farmworkers from Immokalee are paid 40 cents per tomato that they pick. Each bucket weighs about 32 pounds. The money that workers make leaves them below the poverty line. The CIW has also brought exposure to cases of "modern-day slavery." In some instances, workers are denied water or even allowed to walk, representational aids.

In 2001, the CIW launched a campaign against Taco Bell. The farmworkers asked for three things: one more penny per pound, a code of labor and an avenue for workers to have a voice within the company.

After four years, Taco Bell met the workers' demands. Now the CIW is after Burger King.

Marc Rodrigues, a farmworker, explained that they cannot take on the fast-food industry as a whole.

"We attack the biggest [companies] first and hope for a domino effect so that other companies will follow," Rodrigues said. "We're not the puppets you think we are.

Watch in GROUP A

Science professor welcomes students in his lab

Dinender Singla is giving UCF students a chance to work in his lab with no experience required.

"Giving students this opportunity is important to me because I feel like if I don't give them the opportunity, who will?" Singla said. "Everybody will say they don't have any lab experience, then they will go nowhere.

Singla, an associate professor in the Burnett School of Biomedicai Sciences who has been a faculty member at UCF for less than a year, said he was first attracted to UCF because of the good opportunities for his research.

He is now passing along those good opportunities to Burnet's biomedical students in the form of lab research. He recently won a grant for a Year 1 project, "Cardiac Allografts: A Host/Recipient Interaction," which is a part of a larger grant.

"I am very grateful that I was offered this opportunity," Thibert said. "I would've never had this opportunity if I had just walked in the door and expected to get this opportunity." Instead of a check, we got "a Tess," which is a research experience.

"I was told, 'We'd let me come in with no experience,'" Thibert said. "I wouldn't find someone that would've taken me on, but they did.

"[Singla] didn't mind taking me on," Thibert said. "That's never happened to me before.

Patricia Thomas, a professor in the Burnett School, explained that students can go to these Web sites:

WWW.INTERNSHIPS.COM
WWW.INTERNSHIPS.ABOUT.COM
WWW.INTERNSHIPPROGRAMS.COM
WWW.INTERNWEB.COM

For more information on how to get an internship, go to these Web sites.
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A man jumped in front of a Miami commuter train Thursday but survived after his fall on the tracks, emergency workers said. The 19-year-old severely injured man was talking Wednesday, said Ignatius Carroll. He was being treated at the Baptist Medical Center near the Miami commuter train station.

"If the train would have been in motion, the man would have died," Carroll said.

Emergency workers were able to rescue him from the tracks, Carroll said. They were not life threatening, said Carroll. He was being treated at the Baptist Medical Center near the Miami commuter train station.
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BuyBack
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ACG 3131 $47.25
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Used Price
ECO 3203 $120.55
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BSC 2010c $127.50
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operating, normally, although a large part of the south of downtown was briefly closed due to the accident.

The elevated system connects points throughout the metropolis Miami. There is only one line. Hospital officials did not repeat reported phone messages.

State panel set for vote to suspend phone swap

The state's tax commission is set for a final vote on whether to put a tax swap proposal on the November ballot.

Business interests oppose the proposal that would trade a massive property tax cut for potentially higher and broader sales taxes. They say the proposal will change their mind.

In the event of severe drought, the Taxation and Budget Review Committee had previously approved that the proposal be heard Thursday and Friday before the panel completes its work. The commission will meet again in 20 years.

Authorities suspend search for missing cruise ship passenger

The 15-member committee is expected to hear the proposal at a time when Washoe County school officials are looking for Washoe County school repairs and technology.

The board of directors of the company's Internet population in China was traditionally discussed by the government at the start of the year.

China lags the United States, South Korea, and other markets in online commerce, video-sharing, and other business. Most quickly growing online companies and have raised millions of dollars in new investment.

China's Internet penetration is still low, with 64 percent of people online compared with a world average of 60 percent. Xinhua is reporting.

Beijing promotes Internet use for business and education but operates extensive online censorship. Web surfers have been banned for posting or distributing material that criticizes Communist rule.

Several Chinese artists have been blocked from seeing foreign films, using their YouTube.com, with some Georgia about the suffering of Tibet and the security of its culture.

The Xinhua report cited Chinese government's efforts to improve Internet information. Some 78 percent of American adults already are online, and the rate for China is even higher, according to the U.S.-based Internet and American Life Project.

Recently, China's current account surplus, and the rate of foreign exchange reserves. Foreign currency也好.

The plan faces its first test Thursday when Democrats may decide whether to include it. Democrats such as Speaker Nancy Pelosi have said they will oppose all bills to add billions of dollars to roads, bridges, and other projects that help social services, but even larger tax increases for food stamp benefits.

Bill Clinton said Friday that the Pelosi plan was probably not the right way to fund the government�olving the big jump bill while dropping lots of other priorities.

The plan faces its first test Thursday when Democrats may decide whether to include it. Democrats such as Speaker Nancy Pelosi have said they will oppose all bills to add billions of dollars to roads, bridges, and other projects that help social services, but even larger tax increases for food stamp benefits.

House Democrats are set to add unemployment benefits and a new education funding for veterans to President Bush's wish list that includes

Ford gets $50 million profit in 1st quarter, beats Wall Street

Ford Motor Co. surprised Wall Street on Thursday with a $50 million profit in its first quarter, a strong result from Europe and Asia. The automaker also said its loss in the first quarter of 2007 had been cut by $45 million, to $4.5 billion.

Ford reported a full-year loss last year, and it said it plans to cut jobs and sales in its main business in the U.S. in 2008. Ford's shares rose 43 cents, or 5.8 percent, to $7.95 in morning trading Thursday.

The No. 2 U.S.-based automaker also said it has listed the U.S., as the company has helped off the set of a parking lot. Ford's shares rose 43 cents, or 5.8 percent, to $7.95 in morning trading Thursday.

Ford reported a full-year loss last year, it said it plans to cut jobs and sales in its main business in the U.S. in 2008.
Bush looks to continue Mideast peace process

WASHINGTON — President Bush sought Thursday to inject some confidence into the flagging Mideast peace process, pledging that the contours of a Palestinian state could still be reached before he leaves office. But old obstacles, notably disput­ed West Bank settlements, continue to threaten that prospect.

Bush’s meeting with Palestinian President Mah­moud Abbas yielded more commitments to peace but no immediate breakthroughs. The White House framed the conversation as a chance for Bush to learn how he can personally advance the stalled peace process when he visits Israel and other Mideast nations in May.

“By the time the president leaves office, a Palestinian state, not a ‘Swiss hotel’ that survives on the support of the West Bank, the terri­ory that would eventually be the core of an independent Palestinian state. Hamas, the Islamic militant group that seized control of Gaza and serves a rival force to Abbas, is not involved in the peace negotiations with Israel. Abbas wants a peace agreement by January with Damascus and specifically lead­ing to the creation of a Palest­inian state and not just a ‘declaration of principles’ as suggested by some Israeli officials.

“We are doing everything we can in order to seriously negotiate and reach a peace that will be satisfactory to both the Palestinian side and the Israeli side, a peace that would be promoted around the world,” Abbas said in the Oval Office.

President George W. Bush meets with Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas, Thursday, in the Oval Office of the White House in Washington.

BEN FELLER
Research uses stem cells

“I enjoy giving students something that they can use in the future. Helping people is the driving force I have. That is the major factor in my lab.”

--- SINGLA ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

---

“Cardiovascular is something I never thought I would do until I did research and found it to be really interesting,” Glass said. “And low and behold, here I am.”

The research is personal to Glass because she is diabetic.

“Cardiovascular is something that they can use in the future. Helping people is the driving force that I have. That is the major factor in my lab.”

--- SINGLA ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

---

“I enjoy giving students something that they can use in the future. Helping people is the driving force I have. That is the major factor in my lab.”

--- SINGLA ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
are. We can think for ourselves.

Dominguez Aulisio, a freshman and member of Students for a Democratic Society at UCF, has been spearheading UCF's farmworker campaign.

"I think the way farmworkers are treated, the racism and classism are so clear," she said. "It makes me angry that they can't afford food, while the people who are buying their produce are living in penthouses.

Aulisio first heard about the farm workers in October 2007 when the coalition went on a three-day tour around Florida. She was touched by their stories and has since devoted much of her time to helping them.

"They represent self-empowerment and autonomy, and they have this ability to empower consumers, such as myself," she said. "When we see problems but don't know how to help, they come and say, 'Here, this is what you can do.'"

Aulisio said that students can help by signing petitions and using the campaign as a tool in speech classes. She said that students traditionally speak about their experience and an event that inspired them.

María Saenz-Luna has been interning and traveling with the coalition for two years. She attended the University of Texas Pan-American and is currently attending Florida State University.
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Test scores are one of many criteria

Finding Your First Job

Your first job can establish your career path and set your future career trajectory. The below advice, strategies and exercises should be helpful in making one of the most important decisions of your life. We'll be covering a few of them in the which helps you to find your first job.

Self-Assessment: The right career match with your qualities, interests and skills. You may not be sure, no matter what. It's called, it's not that you can't find a job, but you can't find a job. But once you've decided on a career, you can start really sourcing your own job. You can do

In this column, Poole said. "You can be even more responsive in the

Planning Your Career: A successful career begins by setting and outlining short-term and long-term goals. Learn how to play your own role in the corporate ladder from your first day at the office.

Admitting a New Job: It's important to make sure you're in the real world.

- www.OPPORTUNITY.CENTRALFUTURE.COM

Event helps fight identity theft

Florida Career Centers
20th Annual Statewide Job Fair
At the University of Central Florida Arena

Thursday, May 8th
10:00am to 3:00pm

A chance for students from Florida's 10 state universities to meet with employers from all over the country to discuss career and employment opportunities.

List of Employers at:
www.career.ucf.edu

For more information:
www.floridacareercenters.org

*Students wearing any of those will not be admitted: capri pants, polo shirts, sneakers, sandals, flip-flops, flip-flops, slippers, house shoes, shorts, denims, and t-shirts.

OrlandoSentinel.com

If you need extra income, it's time to look for a job. Search local part-time jobs on OrlandoSentinel.com and earn some extra money to play with. Just go to OrlandoSentinel.com and click Jobs!
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NOTRE DAME, Conn. - AGREED TO SIGN DEAL DATE

PARDONING RIVERS, State reigns as unprovoked Wednesday that will allow the University of Connecticut to field its football season with Notre Dame, even though neither team has yet played in Connecticut.

Wilson and his Notre Dame counterpart

Brian Murphy

What would have happened if Kiese

Lewis didn't bother to count and

Jersey.

AUBURN STOPS VALICHS IN FOURTH ROUND WINS

Tongan a flush right to the head that dropped

Jon Ashton

The previous series high was 29 runs allowed.

MOUND OF TROUBLE

Rice will head into this series against UCF with a

Kyle Cobb shot a 1-over-par 220 for

If not do any more, at least try.

The five UConn "home" games played at
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Jon Jones has talked often of his

Getting even one game in this weekend's series may be tough, as No.

The No. 4 Owls will be the second ranked team

Other Conference USA action this weekend:

In the fourth round, Vilches

In the conference as their ticket

with just one starting pitcher left the Knights handicapped and currently have them in

in the conference in the middle of the nine league games remaining and would

Vilches is projected to

Other Conference USA action:

What would have happened if Kiese

SWEAT
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UCF baseball hoping return of slugger brings a return to form

UCF first baseman Rocky Raciti played the first three this season in the final two games against Marshall last weekend. Raciti was the offensive leader last season, and his return may help the Knights in conference.

IRELAND'S WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES TEAM ANNOUNCED

Longhorns who departed for the NBA in recent years: TJ. Ford, Tucker and Kevin Durant all have bolted

Other Conference USA action:

Tulane (27-13-6, 0)

In the fourth round, Vilches

Jackson didn't bother to count and

Jersey.
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Picks depend on reinstatement

we've said from Day 1 we're willing to rework our contract. Once the trade gets confirmed or official, we'll be ready to do our part because we want to play for Dallas. I don't have any hesitation saying we can get this done and get it done quickly."

Jones was scheduled to make a base salary of $1.24 million in 2008 and had been under contract through 2009 before his suspension.

He was the first defensive player drafted in 2005, sixth overall out of West Virginia, and easily was Tennessee's best defender in 2005 and 2006. His first career interceptions came in 2006, as he helped the Titans to an 8-8 record. He also had the NFL in punt-return average in 2006 with 22.6 yards per return and three touchdowns.

But six arrests and 12 incidents where police were called since being drafted led to his suspension by NFL commissioner Roger Goodell in April 2007 for the season. Goodell determined to ease that punishment when Jones appealed to return after sitting out 10 games and now will only say that he'll reconsider reinstating the cornerback before training camps open.

The Titans gave Jones permission to talk to other teams weeks ago, and the cornerback had been barred from working out on their property in February.

Dallas owner Jerry Jones said twice in the past week, including Tuesday, that the trade was stuck in neutral. But Pacman Jones, baggage and all, is a top cornerback and a dynamic kick returner who can fill some of the Cowboys' biggest weaknesses.

Jerry Jones also has been very successful lately offering second, and third, chances to players like receiver Terrell Owens. His latest reclamation project was Tank Johnson, who signed during the 2007 season while he was still suspended.

The Titans might have been more embarrassed had Jones been traded after being released Thursday by the Tennessee Titans. The Cowboys had been pursuing the cornerback, who signed during the 2007 season while he was still suspended.
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The Titans might have been more embarrassed had Jones been traded after being released Thursday by the Tennessee Titans. The Cowboys had been pursuing the cornerback, who signed during the 2007 season while he was still suspended.

The Titans might have been more embarrassed had Jones been traded after being released Thursday by the Tennessee Titans. The Cowboys had been pursuing the cornerback, who signed during the 2007 season while he was still suspended.

After the shooting, Jones paid $15,000 to the man, who threatened to hurt the cornerback, his daughter and his mother.

Jones picked the man out of a police lineup last Friday, helping fulfill part of the plea deal he agreed to last December when reducing two felony counts of coercion to conspiracy to commit disorderly conduct.

He will have to testify under that plea deal, Jones' attorney, Robert Langford, said Wednesday the trade had "nothing to do" with the legal case in Las Vegas and declined further comment.

---

**HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY**

**STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 25 AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE**

If you think you have what it takes to be a Marine Corps Officer, try cutting-edge courses at the MW-21 Program and 1-300 MARINES or visit MarinesOfficer.com.
Sweat gets call to start in series opener tomorrow

Ryan Boley

The UCF-USA PressBox

Pitcher of the Year has not disappointed, as he has gone 5-2 with a 2.97 ERA in 61 2/3 innings pitched.

Another pitcher who has provided quality innings for the Knights is Zach Sucher, the Conference USA Men's Golfer of the Year, finished at 14-under-par, and teammate Brad Smith finished at 9-under-par.

The victory guaranteed a South Florida sweep, but after how many games by simply noting that they can hang with the Owls is Matt Langwell. He came up big with the first complete game of his Rice career in Sunday's win over the Owls.

Another factor that set these two teams apart is the Owls are right around, too. None of UCF's starters allowed fewer than six runs this past weekend, and the team just hasn't gotten any consistent, quality pitching from many of them for most of the season.

UF pitcher Kyle Sweat will start the series opener against the Rice Owls today at 6:30 p.m. Sweat is 4-2 on the season with a 3.97 ERA and 40 strikeouts in 45 1/3 innings pitched.

Five Knights place in top 50

UAB shot 302 in the second round and 299 in the third, giving them an overall team score of 11-over-par, which moved them from 11-over-par to 7-under-par.

The Owls and Knights began their three-game series at 6:30. Saturday's game was also slated to start at 6:30, and then Sunday's finale is scheduled to start at 1 p.m.

Cap & Gown, Graduation Ticket & Reader Card Pick Up at the Barnes & Noble at UCF April 21-26, 2008

Graduates participating in Spring 2008 Commencement are required to wear official UCF regalia available exclusively to rent through the Barnes & Noble & UCF.

Students can pick up their pre-ordered rental cap and gown, tickets*, and reader cards April 21-26 in the Barnes & Noble at UCF. Didn't pre-order? Additional tickets will be on-hand and available to rent during this time.

Result includes a 3-year membership to the UCF Alumni Association.

Extra Tickets: Each graduate is given up to 5 tickets which must be picked up April 21-26. Tickets not picked up by April 26 will be given out on a first come, first served basis on April 27 starting at 8:00am. Extra tickets are not guaranteed and cannot be recovered.

Rentals will be given only on a first come, first served basis available after April 26.
Shyamalan isn’t about to unleash another Lady in the Water upon moviegoers, but this is pretty much the man’s last chance. Also opening: Wall-E (June 27): The pretty reliable Pixar is looking to make something of a gee-whiz silent movie with their tale of a lonely robot that finds purpose and companionship somewhere in the universe. Also opening: the Angelina Jolie graphic novel adaptation, Wanted.

Next Friday — well, Thursday evening, thanks to early evening screenings of Piecemeal — the summer movie season officially kicks off.

We’ve got superheroes, from Hellboy III: The Golden Army (July 11): Of all the superhero offerings in this July alone, this one — which reunites star Ron Perlman and friends with visionary director Guillermo del Toro — seems to have the most personality of the bunch. Also opening: Eddie Murphy in the fairly inane-looking Meet Dave.

Indians Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull (May 22): Harrison Ford’s cautious Indiana man, ready telling me that we’re physically able to make the prospect of another Spielberg-directed whip-cracking adventure, yeah, that’s what I thought.

The Strangers (May 30): Although frequent changes in a release date rarely bode well for any film, the latest tweak for this Scott Speedman-Lydia Hearst home-invasion thriller offers up enough of the will to give it a shot. Also opening: the certifiably gorgeous ensemble of Carla Gugino, Milla Jovovich, and Bailee Madison in The Spirit.

The Happening (June 13): The apocalyptic prospect of runaway mass destruction provides enough of a hook to indicate that writer-director M. Night Shyamalan isn’t about to unleash another Lady in the Water upon moviegoers, but this is pretty much the man’s last chance. Also opening: Wall-E (June 27): The pretty reliable Pixar is looking to make something of a gee-whiz silent movie with their tale of a lonely robot that finds purpose and companionship somewhere in the universe. Also opening: the Angelina Jolie graphic novel adaptation, Wanted.

Well (June 27): The pretty reliable Pixar is looking to make something of a gee-whiz silent movie with their tale of a lonely robot that finds purpose and companionship somewhere in the universe. Also opening: the Angelina Jolie graphic novel adaptation, Wanted.

Hellboy III: The Golden Army (July 11): Of all the superhero offerings in this July alone, this one — which reunites star Ron Perlman and friends with visionary director Guillermo del Toro — seems to have the most personality of the bunch. Also opening: Eddie Murphy in the fairly inane-looking Meet Dave.
MOVIE TIMES

LA MODE

PATRICIA WESSEL

Summer is my favorite time for fashion. You might not agree, but the fact that the Florida heat can include the large amount of clothing in their stores means that most women and men who don't usually feel up to boiling the mountains of inventory that are in the Mall at Millenia forever. Well, online, I found a great deal, yellow and white-striped dress that is perfect for summer. It's the perfect fit, the back has cut-outs that would be super comfortable and the dress is a summer classic in the most at the Mall but they will order them for you — so you don't have to worry about the perfect shoe to go along with this fabulous find. Merlot Suede Short Dress: $29.99

Dress Code: Best. Please wear a suit that is as fabulous as your image. This is the most fabulous sundress I have ever seen. The "Devil Wears in Island Cover" is pretty expensive, but look at it as an investment in a dress that is sure to turn heads. Beautifully made, I would even wear this dress, because the price tag is so reasonable and probably have never worn a heart attack if she were even considered. But just cannot help it. I just saw it on one of my online shopping adventures and then saw in person at Norman Marcus on Florida East. I can picture doing it justice. The dress also makes a brief appearance in Sex in the City. The "Movie — I spotted it in its future. It has a great floral pattern and a neckline that I am sure you could look good in any summer tops type. The be-

DRESS-UP FOR SUMMER

Are you one of those lucky when you and the world can't agree on the time in the Chiller. Big Belly Brewery and Latitudes will give you your best chance to dive into a three separate groups for each hour cover price. These high-volume bars are the place to be, with drink specials and live events put on offer throughout the week. One of the most popular nights is军工 worth of alcohol Wednesday when patrons get off work and come over to Big Belly Brewery. With the purchase of a $21.

Christine Kollmer

Are you one of the people who always are on the go? old..."
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Man Man creates melodic mayhem

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

If you’ve seen the new Man Man album that should already be on your radar, you can’t help but take in its rich, deep-throated action-comedy version, courtesy of the members of the band’s studio crew, Ben Silber. In all fairness, unless you’re a five-year-old, the latter film has yet to see a single release, so consider those scales tipped.

With limited release dates keeping an eye out for Son of Rainbow in May, The Poet Has Waited, and The Promised in June, and Choke in February.

Music Goddess

Man Man

Canadian band Man Man have released their fourth album, titled *Songs of a Spanish Sailor*, which is received with open arms by fans of the group. The album features a mix of rock, folk, and electronica, with the band’s signature sound of fans dancing in the background.

The album opens with the track “The Ballad of Butter Beans,” which features a catchy melody and a strong, driving beat. The next track, “How to Buy Low and Sell High,” features a driving rhythm and a catchy melody, with the band’s signature sound of fans dancing in the background.

The album closes with the track “Rabbit Habits,” which features a driving rhythm and a catchy melody, with the band’s signature sound of fans dancing in the background.

Overall, the album is received with open arms by fans of the group, who are excited to hear the band’s signature sound of fans dancing in the background.

LAUGHING DOWN THE HOUSE

ANDREW K. SHAPIRO

Looking for something to do this weekend? Head down to Orlando's Laugh House for some hilarious performances.

The Laugh House offers a variety of performances, including stand-up comedy and improv. Performers include Screech from the hit TV show Saved by the Bell and comedian Diane Ford.

Event tickets range from $15 to $20, and some shows include two shows. For more information, check out the venue's MySpace page at www.myspace.com/orlandolaughhouse.

Palmers

ORLANDO'S LAUGH HOUSE

4370 N ORANGE AVE

WINTER PARK, FL 32792

407-696-5653

CALL OUR SALES ASSOCIATE NOW FOR AVAILABILITY

STARTING AT $167,500

ALL CLOSING COSTS PAID!

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN

407-456-0547

MOBILES OLD DAILY

PALMERHOMES.US
WHY YOUR BEST
SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MIGHT INVOLVE SOME TEAMWORK.

Atlantic Marine Alabama, LLC

Atlantic Marine Alabama, LLC, a leader in the shipyard industry, is known throughout the world for guiding specialists to help clients achieve their financial goals. You’ll help clients build guidance and innovative solutions.

www.atlanticmarine.com

The Time is Now to start a CAREER in TICKET SALES!


MATERIALS ENGINEER

Materials Engineer has responsibility to develop design blends for hot mix Asphalt, coordinate evaluation of aggregate and materials, troubleshoot and monitor field quality control issues, establish in development of quality control budgets, attend team-building and project communications as necessary.

For More Information Please Contact

AJAX PAVING INDUSTRIES OF FL, LLC
11603 Green Road
Norfolk, FL 32072

Vernon 407-689-8469

(407) 496-2190 MAJORS!

100 HELP WANTED: General

Summer Jobs

GrayRobinson, P.A., a law firm with offices in Florida, has openings for a weekend help wanted position. Successful candidate will provide general support to the Human Resources Department. Law firm experience preferred. Prior theatre experience helpful. Must be energetic, well organized and have good with people. Conservative dress required. Please send cover letter, resume, and salary requirements, and reference. EOE. 407-802-7849

125 HELP WANTED: Administrative assistant

Needed to work in private club in Winter Park, FL. Position includes front desk, phone work, word processing and basic bookkeeping. Annual salary range $14,400-$16,800. Send resume to KnightNewspapers.com. www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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For more information, contact:
Lauren Craft
407-679-5710
Lauren_Craft@embarqmall.com
Winter Park, FL 32789

Kids Together Orlando
State of the Art Child Care Facility
S.E. Orlando
Waterford Lakes/UCF Area

Assistant Teachers
Full Time and Part Time Available
Afternoon Assistant Teachers
(Teachers must be available MONDAY-FRIDAY)

Experience Preferred
407-658-4047
K idsTogether Orlando is an equal opportunity employer.

affac.com
7/31 •

For the room available in spacious home with 4 bed 2.5 bath house located behind the number of rooms, available May 1st. Call 407-281-6732 or email namie at 904-536-0475 for more information.


$500/mo incl util, W/D. 4/3 in Carillon. Contact 407 580 2705

$450/month. Every1hing included. W/D, walk-in closets, and nice living area, townhouse style with 3 bedrooms and 2 full baths. $59 Knight's Crossing. Unfurnished.

$427/mo. Room for rent in 2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both Femailes and Males. Both furnished. Call (813)361-9683 or email nmarie39@aol.com.

$450/mo 1/1 in 3/3 for Jefferson Lofts. 560/mo 1st floor, studio, nice roommates! For entire house. Furnished or unfurnished. Contact Ryan (407) 430-5136 or call Ryan if interested @ (321) 258-2998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com.

$427/mo. Female needed for 2 rooms in 4/4. Furnished! Email: xxdsegxx@yahoo.com. Call 407-281-6732 for more info.


Furnished! Email: xxdsegxx@yahoo.com. Simply, go to www.StevesStoreAll.com and Specials 407-384-8626

Furnished 2/2 Condo Near UCF. Partially furnished, many upgrades and amenities. Contact Noel at 904-536-0475

2F roomates. May1-July 31. $500/mo incl. util, W/D, pool. 4/3 in Callimone. Rent is $400 plus split utilities. After themselves and are respectful.

For Room in Sci Drive $585/mo walk 5-8 min from UCF. Rent is $520 plus split util. Avail. May-December.

1/1 in 3/3 for Jefferson Lofts 560/mo incl util, water, cable, split util. Avail. May-Month of July

Furnished and Waterford Lakes. $400/mo 080. Mike: jfotiba.Juturt

$359/mo 813-964-7427

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, great roommates. Shuttle to campus, quiet neighborhood. 450/mo plus TT utilities. 4 bed 2.5 bath house located behind UCF and 2 miles from Valencia . Call Alex (954 )913-0832.

$3998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com. Noel for more information 561-302-2008-2009 LEASE. Avail. ASAP Call Jeremy 727 - 235 - 5049

407 -482 - 9990

MAY- JUNE $400/mo Heat incl. W/D, walk-in closets, leather couches, hardwood floors. Call 904-686-5285
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GRAYS College Bookstore is coming to UCF!

You Supply the Books. We'll Supply the CA$H.

Buy with us. Sell with us. SAVE WITH US!

Spin the Gray's Prize Wheel for a chance to WIN a FREE semester of books!

Get $5.00 off your books on your next purchase of $50 or more.

Expires September 30, 2008. Cannot be combined with any other discounts or coupons. Minimum purchase $50.00 required to receive $5.00 discount.

University Palm Shopping Center, near Publix

On the corner of Alafaya Trl & McCulloch Rd • University Palms Shopping Center, near Publix

www.GraysBooks.com